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How hotels create unique guest 
experiences with personalized upselling

● While your rooms may be similar, every guest is entirely unique. This means that convenient 
personalization is crucial - offering the right item to the right guest at the right time.

● We’ve seen this deployed in other industries successfully, from Netflix’s recommendations to 
Dominos’ instant delivery options - and the nature of the hospitality industry makes this even 
more important.

● Hotels also need to be clever about how and when they reach out - for example, making 
contact at 1pm may be effective for leisure travellers, but not for corporate guests.

● The story to guests is important, but what matters is that the story is heard. If it resonates 
deeply, visitors will share this across channels and become your best ambassadors. Great 
examples of this include a ‘free goldfish in every single room’ offer, and ‘free pizza if you turn 
down housekeeping’.

● By predicting how much certain segments and personas will spend, you can determine 
exactly what you need to offer guests to create significant upsell revenue.

● The new generation doesn’t use email - diversify your outreach and leverage data across the 
likes of Facebook, WhatsApp and Instagram to identify additional upsell opportunities.

Clément Dénarié, Director EMEA, Oaky
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Repositioning your brand: 
how to shape the future of our industry

● While OTAs are growing, so are hotel groups - the industry is clearly heading in the right 
direction, but a macro perspective on marketing is needed to truly capitalize on this, 
including incorporating a global approach for new guest demographics.

● Hospitality goes beyond the booking process, and even the duration of the stay. Connected 
living means hotels have to offer full experiences on the internet, and have to increase the 
frequency of touchpoints to create a cohesive and engaging universe around their service.

● “Experience is the most powerful form of marketing we have.”

● Hotels have to think differently to OTAs and talk to consumers early. Consistency is crucial; 
focus on surprising moments and experiences that you can highlight. Experiences are a 
form of social currency, and you must engage with communities and rethink touchpoints.

● Four key points for hotel marketing are:
○ Simplicity: clarity and fluidity on both your direct website and at check-in;
○ Immediacy: instant gratification, increase frequency of usage, and focus on mobile;
○ Personalization: knowledge of guest preferences, tailored services & benefits;
○ Beyond the stay: create an ecosystem with memorable experiences.

● Even smaller independent hotels can use the lessons learnt by Accor: focus on brand image, 
loyalty schemes, and most importantly find and create a passion for your hotel - and then 
invest all of your effort into communicating this passion.

Antoine Dubois, Senior Vice President Global Marketing Strategy, Accor Group
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Panel: how to prioritize your direct 
booking budget
Charlie Osmond, Chief Tease, Triptease
Pierre-Charles Grob, CEO, D-EDGE
Martin Soler, Partner, Soler & Associates

● First of all, you need to get back to basics - before you even think about direct booking, you 
need to make sure your staff are fully trained and, overall, your hotel is good at what it’s 
doing. If you have a sh*tty hotel, there’s no way you’re going to do any direct bookings.

● Website experience is perhaps the next major foundational block for hotels, with many sites 
being designed like PDFs (and completely contrasting to the booking engine guests are sent 
to). If Amazon did this, they’d go bankrupt in seconds. Investing in user experience can be 
expensive, but is almost certainly worth it - look at Airbnb and Uber for inspiration,
○ As few different providers as possible is ideal - you need website solutions speaking 

to each other for maximum effectiveness and minimal configuration.

● Hoteliers are too obsessed with performance marketing and ROI. The likes of brand building, 
which may not be worth it on paper, is crucial for long-term return and ensuring your hotel 
doesn’t become dependent on OTAs.

● If you’re trying to prioritize now, invest in metasearch as it’s guaranteed to make you money 
and is cheaper than OTAs. However, while it’s a fantastic ‘sugar rush’, brand focus is needed 
alongside this.

● Loyalty is more than a concept or offering rewards - it’s about people loving your brand, and 
becoming your own ambassadors. This can be done in a number of ways, but they should all 
start with a fantastic experience and the best possible website price.

directbookingsummit.com Powered by 7
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Ten useful insights to maximise your 
hotel’s revenue with direct bookings

● Rather than a dogmatic focus on direct bookings, you should try and utilize all channels 
available and take a holistic look at hotel performance - and you’ll likely increase direct 
bookings anyway as a result.

● Create a different experience that guests will remember, and ensure you’re visible on OTAs - 
this has a surprising impact on guests coming to your own website.

● Tripadvisor is a marketplace, and guests are beginning their whole research process there. 
Ensuring positive reviews and visibility can be an instant revenue boost.
○ There’s a huge revenue drop when your hotel gets below a 60% review score - at this 

point, you should be spending less on TripAdvisor, and more addressing the issues.

● Use local SEO to take advantage of the new Google Hotels layout - if you do SEO properly, 
you can get high on their rankings, and immediately command a market share.

● Guest searches and even guests that don’t book provide interesting clues you can act upon. 
See where, when and how people are searching (for example, at 10am on a Monday on 
mobile), and even do an exit survey to find out any areas where you’re slipping up.

● People love deals, and you can create them without having to work with your booking engine 
- use your own website and colors/fonts to highlight your own rates and benefits.

● Look at data from a multidimensional perspective and you can sell rooms smarter.

Joe Pettigrew, Director of Revenue Maximization, International Hotels,
Starwood Capital Group
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Drive more revenue in the 
feedback economy

● By 2025, 50% of travellers will be millennials. This means online customers are more 
tech-savvy than ever before, and great experiences have to start online.

● The five biggest things keeping the hotel industry up a night are:
○ Competition: how do we ensure that customers are loyal to our brand?
○ Customer expectations: how do we stand out against the likes of Airbnb?
○ OTA dominance: OTAs cannot be the only ones investing in UX and UI.
○ Sustainability: how do you ensure your sustainability credentials are visible?
○ Technology: hotels need to be top of the range; no half measures.

● 80% of companies believe they’re providing the best experience, but only 8% of customers 
actually agree - multiple friction points during checkout/room search are problematic.

● The abundance of social media channels means even more ways to complain - but you can 
turn this to your advantage. For example, Skyscanner used a micro-targeted journey at the 
end of their user booking flow. If the user responded positively, they’d be redirected to leave 
positive feedback on other social media channels.

● In one example, there was a bug in the booking flow for a hotel when booking a queen room 
with breakfast - this would be incredibly difficult to detect normally. By adding in a survey to 
ask what was preventing prospective guests from booking, this issue was quickly identified 
and fixed.

● Invest in the feedback economy and digital customer experience - evolve or die.

Francesca McCallum-Suarez, Senior Voice of Customer Consultant, Usabilla
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How revenue teams can work smarter, 
not harder

● In 2019, labour costs have gone up. Revenues are growing, but they don’t automatically 
mean profit for your hotel. Even though the number of direct bookings is increasing, OTAs 
are still ahead. Emerging third parties provide new challenges.

● To charge a premium price for the product, you need to establish what makes your hotel 
unique and different. Look at Apple: the brand’s loyal customers know they will be buying the 
next iPhone even before it comes out, no matter what the price is. That’s true loyalty. In 
hospitality, we often mix up loyalty with returning customers.

● Blue/red ocean theory. The red ocean is a scenario in which hotels and third parties fight for 
the same customer. The blue ocean represents calm waters without any competitors. It 
means finding a niche market for you. That’s where a hotel ideally wants to be.

● A hotel’s strategy changes all the time, so you need to continuously re-evaluate it. Take a 
step back and ask yourself why are you doing things that you’re doing.

● Stop relying on your gut feeling to make smart decisions. Have the same data sheets across 
all your teams and stream the data analysis results in real-time.

● You can validate your decisions based on your comp set, but not let it drive your strategy.

● Revenue strategy team should be on top of your organization. It should be leading initiatives 
across all other teams. 

● 80% of your revenue is generated on 20% of days - start the year by thinking about these 
days first.

Michael Schäffner, Director DACH, Duetto
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Drive direct bookings with real 
traveller content

● We’re all sharing visual content. Make sure you can keep up with creating the amount of 
content that is needed - 65% of marketers struggle with the pace caused by big data.

● Traditional content creation solutions are just not sustainable - many are spending more and 
more to create content to fit with audience segmentation, just to see diminishing returns on 
that content.

● Customers are demanding more authenticity - in Stackla’s recent study into the impact of 
content within the travel industry, they saw that, when it comes to travel inspiration, people 
trust people more than people trust brands.
○ 60% of people felt consumer-created content is the most influential of all.

● Remember the 3 Rs for content:- Real, Relevant and in Ridiculous volumes.

● Guests are six times more likely to purchase on a booking page if there’s content from other 
people who have already stayed at that hotel, and there’s a 30% increase if they use 
user-generated content rather than branded content.

● On emails, there’s an 8% improvement on clickthrough rates on user-generated content 
versus stock imagery; obtain the rights to guest pictures, and push them onto sponsored 
posts for an 11:1 ROI.

● While we may not be a big fan of influencers, they do play a role in promotion, and can be a 
useful asset for your hotel.

Andy Mallinson, Managing Director EMEA, Stackla
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Beyond direct bookings: why it needs to be 
Net RevPAR that drives your organization
Jens Egemalm, Director of Distribution, Pandox RMC

● Make investments when it makes sense, even if they don’t fit into your nine-month plan. They 
could prove to be invaluable in the longer term.

● Benchmarking as an industry is the way forward.

● There are two types of costs:
1. Direct Acquisition cost - everything you relate to a booking e.g. commission, 

transaction cost and loyalty fees. 
2. Indirect Acquisition Cost - everything else involved into acquiring business, e.g. ads.

● Hotels often forget about the mark up - costs without the invoice.

● To evaluate your hotel’s performance, go through the NetRev Funnel:
1. Guest paid revenue
2. Hotel revenue
3. Channel revenue
4. Net revenue

● Know all your costs, consider the net contribution and be aware of your returns. Sometimes 
return can impact your end revenue.  

● Make impactful decisions, such as flash sales and commission overrides, which might 
cause your distribution efficiency to drop, but your Net Revenue will increase!

12
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Discover the next generation of CRM 
for your organization

● Guests expect a personalized journey, and will behave entirely differently if they’re presented 
with a personalized approach. However, few hotels so far have focused on both retention 
and acquisition of new guests.
○ 71% of guests are frustrated because of a lack of personalization;
○ 80% of guests are more likely to purchase through a personalized experience;
○ 44% are more likely to return as a result of personalization.

● Despite this, 78% are sending planned campaigns - this is no better than spam. Looking at 
triggered messages, such as around birthdays, is a good start.

● The top four limitations of today’s CRMs are:
1. Lack of seamless integration or an end-to-end solution;
2. New guest acquisition;
3. Audience building based on historical data - lacks intent data;
4. Data-driven targeting is too complex.

● You need to ensure all touchpoints during their stay are not only monitored, but are joined up 
for a 360 degree view of guests.

● It’s all about combining the past data you have with real-time data. The next generation of 
CRM uses a ‘story engine’ to map a person’s experiences to market them specific offers - 
this can also come in the form of dynamic email links that will guarantee a serious increase 
in clickthrough rates.

Marcel Stiller, Director Business Development, Serenata
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Create an effective ecommerce experience 
for your website
William Koo, Chief Revenue Architect, wJw Hospitality Consulting & Marketing Services
Dr Wendy Lam, Associate Professor of Hospitality and Tourism Management,
Hawai’i Pacific University

● More direct bookings is the industry’s Holy Grail - many hotels have tried, but not many 
succeed. While re-launching your website with a new booking engine can cause more traffic, 
this does not always mean more bookings.

● It’s important for hoteliers to position themselves well on all shelves available - this means 
making the most of OTAs, but also shutting them out when they’re causing parity issues. 
Taking a look at good examples of incredible customer experiences (such as Amazon) is 
another good for optimizing ecommerce success.

● Follow the SMART technique when building a hotel website: Speed, Minimalistic, Aesthetic, 
Responsive and Technically advanced. Abiding by these principles and keeping website size 
low and visual appeal high resulted in reducing our bounce rate by 96%. In the first four 
seconds of a website experience, 10% of customers are lost.

● Your website should be an extension of your brand, and not inundated with videos and text. 
Whilst 63% of travellers watch online travel videos beforehand, your direct website shouldn’t 
be looking like Netflix. Likewise, you’re not writing for a Kindle, so keep copy light.

● Investing in intelligent web technology such as chatbots and virtual assistants that can learn 
about a customer on each visit is a great way of improving personalization - but, as this tech 
is expensive, it’s worth having it only if it fulfils your objectives, and not just for the sake of 
innovation. A balance of a customer-centric approach and being a tech junkie is needed.

directbookingsummit.com Powered by 14
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Perfection in personalization: from your 
pricing to your website
Eduardo Barea, AB Testing and Personalization Specialist, NH Hotel Group

● Why personalization is relevant for hotels today: 
1. We live in an overwhelming world with a great number of ads, influencers, social 

platforms and other kinds of choices.
2. We are impatient: we want everything right here and right now.
3. We want to feel special. The product we purchase - we want it to feel as if it was 

made for us!

● To achieve personalization on your hotel’s website:
1. Create content according to different parameters, such as demographics, intent, 

search criteria and more. 
2. Tailor product recommendations. 
3. Provide social proof.
4. Emphasize urgency and scarcity with your messages.
5. Use data to make all decisions on personalization tactics.

● There is a positive correlation between revenue and personalization maturity. 

● Test personalization with A/B testing or Multi-testing. Select a customer segment and test 
your new ideas before implementing it on your website. 

● Keep an eye on your own website! Make sure you don’t have too many messages happening 
in the same place at the same time. Personalization has to feel seamless.

15
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Influence the traveller path to purchase

● The average traveller goes through 38,000 digital micro-moments when reaching a decision 
and eventually making a booking. Today, we’re taking a look at the journey from the 
inspiration to the decision phase.

● 70% of TripAdvisor hits come from mobile; however, the majority of bookings take place on 
desktop. During the inspiration phase, mobile is crucial - but desktop cannot be neglected or 
conversions are guaranteed to drop. Need to balance reach with booking intent.

● We found that, for 80% of guests, it takes more than four weeks to get to the booking phase. 
Most travellers require a lot of research; only focusing on them for a month is a mistake.

● At the start of the journey, you need to inspire your customers. Here, it’s all about the 
destination - tell a story, and use the control you have around this story to ensure it 
resonates strongly with your own brand image. Many travellers have no real understanding 
of where they’re going (only 2% of travel searches start with the destination in mind), which 
is a fantastic opportunity to influence their experience.

● No matter where your website is featured, you need to ensure your most crucial information 
stays above the fold - 57% of browsers do not scroll down within a site. Get their attention 
early, or you risk them going elsewhere.

● A customer needs to be exposed to a message seven times before taking action. 85% of 
users are also more likely to book a hotel that responds to travellers, so be sure to be 
prompt, thank them for their review, be professional, and if nothing else, just respond.

Andrea Pellarin, Team Lead, Customer Success EMEA, TripAdvisor
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How to build a distribution network 
that works for you
Angie Bartholomew, Vice President, DHISCO (RateGain)

● During the interactive workshop discussion, hoteliers discussed within groups the 
challenges they had faced during distribution and when adopting technological solutions to 
try and alleviate these concerns.

● The two major challenges around distribution technology were identified by hoteliers in the 
room to be the following: 

1. There are a number of limitations in distribution technologies due to the sheer 
number of integrations that are required to allow the innovations to seamlessly work 
with all of the existing processes and protocols within an organization.

2. A lack of communication between integrated systems and a lack of a centralized 
system - one platform to have overview of all data, departmental cross-training, 
departmental communication improvement.

● The hoteliers also identified a number of crucial areas of improvement for distribution 
technologies:

1. Distribution of more content, such as imagery, restrictions, upsells and more.
2. Reducing the number of integrated systems.
3. Relevant data stored in one place.
4. More tools for negotiating with distribution partners.

● If improvements listed above could be achieved, then distribution managers could devote 
more of their time to strategic thinking, not the tactical execution.

17
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Evaluating the incrementality of 
third parties

● It’s important to know all details of your third-party contracts to understand what terms you 
can negotiate and ensure that commissions that you’re going to pay are as low as possible.

● To determine the value of third parties, you need to know what customer segments are 
valuable for your hotel. Segments that fall outside of your average guest type are harder to 
get, so they will cost you more than the average guest. Third parties can prove most useful 
for acquiring customers that aren’t falling into the average guest category.

● To profile your average guest, analyze your customer segments by booking lead time, length 
of stay, money spend, room type, etc. It’s important to know who your average guest is - their 
cost of acquisition will be lower than all other segments and they will know how to book 
your rooms directly on your website. 

● Fix the pricing pattern for customers who book in advance - they shouldn’t get the most 
expensive price! Otherwise, you might risk discouraging travellers who plan in advance and 
encouraging those who make last minute bookings. 

● Be aware that when you drop your price a week before the arrival date, wholesalers can take 
that price and distribute it across their channels.

● Do a ‘chessboard’ exercise to find gaps that third parties can help you fill - that’s where they 
will be most useful for you. To do that, profile your long-haul (e.g. leisure) and short-haul 
(e.g. business) guests that you can acquire at low costs. 

Genevieve Materne, Vice President Global Distribution Strategy, 
Hyatt Hotels Corporation
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Panel: the truth about wholesale
distribution
Thibault Catala, Managing Director, Catala Consulting
Tobias Kohler, Group Director Marketing and Commerce, Ruby Hotels
Michiel Bogaert, Revenue & Distribution Manager, International Hotel Management Group
Ayudh Nakaprasit, Owner, Eastiny Pattaya

● Tobias Kohler, Ruby Hotels: “We tell wholesalers to only sell our prices with packages, not in 
any other way, and if they misbehave - we give them a strike. [...] We only sign a contract with 
a third party if they agree to the rules we want them to live by, such as not betting on our 
brand name.”

● Tobias Kohler, Ruby Hotels: “Google is the place where every journey starts. If other 
metasearch engines won’t change their business model, they will die out - their pricing is too 
high, and it’s just not worth it anymore.”

● Michiel Bogaert, International Hotel Management Group: “On metasearch, you’ll see less of 
wholesalers. However, dropping partnerships with wholesalers doesn’t mean that your 
disparity issues will stop.”

● Ayudh Nakaprasit, Eastiny Pattaya: “When a booking comes in, we receive next to nothing 
because of the conditions that come from OTAs. In order to have a win-win partnership, 
there has to be a point that benefits both parties, which is something that can be 
negotiated.”

● Ayudh Nakaprasit, Eastiny Pattaya: “Each OTA has an area of dominance. I “balance” them 
to maximize the (distribution) effect for my hotel. Ask them what market they specialize in,  
and don’t let them tell you it’s the whole world!”
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Automation and artificial intelligence:
the key to direct bookings
Charlie Osmond, Chief Tease, Triptease

● Google provides hotels with a great opportunity for disruption. They’re rolling out new tools 
at a fast pace, all with a great user experience, and prices remain at the forefront. Their meta 
growth is over 150%, and they’re threatening to reduce the large amount of profit that OTAs 
are currently squeezing out of the system.

● That being said, OTAs do have an advantage in the budget and data to use machine learning 
and AI to constantly change their bids on Google’s meta auctions. In comparison, many 
hotels just set their bids and don’t change them for months as they don’t have the time or 
capability to do proper analysis.

● Using data to drive smarter decisions is crucial, as things change not just day-to-day, but 
hour-to-hour. Time zones, locations and demographics all need to be considered.

● It’s also important not to advertize that you’re overpriced. Rate leakage is frustrating, but 
when you’re the guest, you think the hotel is trying to rip you off. Knowing when not to bid on 
meta auctions is a huge part of a successful acquisition strategy.

● Don’t just chase maximum ROI on meta - the average hotel is driving just 2% of their online 
bookings, while OTAs are getting 24%. They’re driving massive volume as well as ROI.

● OTAs see the entire spectrum of the value of a customer, and hoteliers need to do the same. 
They need to take a joined-up approach and trigger the entire funnel. Both acquisition and 
conversion work better and smarter together.
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Panel: making their problems your 
problems - the changing world of OTAs
Nicolas Durand, Senior Director Global Distribution, Jumeirah Group Headquarters
Alexander Gibb, Director of Business Development, Baur Au Lac
Shona Cleary, Head of Digital & Data Science, Great National Group
Adrienne Hanna, Founder & CEO, Right Revenue

● We’re living in an OTA-first world, and that’s what we need to change. Everyone talks about 
booking direct, but the customer doesn’t actually understand what this means. Hotels need 
to start using unique language to differentiate themselves, to focus on rewarding customers 
for booking direct rather than poring over contracts, and start speaking their language.

● 50% of reservations from Booking.com are being cancelled. This is in part due to a 
fundamental shift in the mentality of guests, who have become accustomed to booking and 
cancelling easier on an OTA. However, hotels started this problem - on their own websites, 
they don’t make a song and dance on cancellations, and provide that fuzzy feeling of 
flexibility. Hotels need to start combating the fears prospective guests have directly.

● The challenges caused by wholesalers and OTAs are linked, and underline the importance of 
revenue managers within an organization. The hotels doing well are the ones that are putting 
revenue management at the heart of every decision. Everything ultimately comes down to 
your bottom line, and revenue managers should be touching every single part of your hotel’s 
organization. 

● There is no universal ‘right’ channel mix - instead, each of your relationships with third-party 
partners needs to be broken down. What may be right for one is not right for another. Keep 
your options open, experiment with different options and focus on expanding your control 
over distribution through better training and technology. 
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Hotel findings from Sojern’s 
‘State of the Travel Industry’ report

● Our goal from this report was to speak with travel marketers all over the world to really 
understand the best practices of what’s working and what’s not.

● The growth in travel bookings happening online is in part due to younger travellers - 40% of 
European travellers are under 35 years of age, and are 4x as likely to use social media as 
travellers between 35-54, and up to 10x as likely than those over 55+. 

● For hotel marketers, digital is now over half of ad spending. Looking by segment, Housing 
Rental will spend 70% of their budget on digital, independent hotels 60%, and international 
chains the lowest with only 42% allocated on digital.

● When digging further into the data, what stands out is how diversified travel marketing has 
become, with a number of distinct channels. In terms of top trends for 2019, the top 
channels where marketers intend to increase spend include Facebook and Instagram at 
55%, and Video at 46%.

● Visual storytelling ad formats are particularly effective in conveying powerful, authentic 
stories, that intrigue audiences to find out more about a destination. More people will be 
inspired through social media and digital platforms, and this is why they’re essential.

● Real-time advertisements are one of the biggest challenges faced by hoteliers. Focus on 
using real-time data as the connective tissue between targeting the right audiences with the 
right messages.

Celine Chaussegros, General Manager EMEA, Sojern
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Changing your distribution model from a 
static to a fully dynamic environment

● A rate parity agreement with OTAs can threaten the Best Rate Guarantee and conversion 
rate on your hotel's website. It can also cause the loss of room profit due to rate dilution and 
can have a negative impact on the commercial relationship with OTAs, as well as guest 
satisfaction and loyalty.

● While Booking.com is slowing down, Booking.basic is changing everything, and is impacting 
your hotel’s ranking and performance, and is making you lose bookings to Booking.basic at 
a lower ADR. Revenue management is so important, as what will be booked is the cheapest 
rate, regardless of whatever the source is.

● Jumeirah Group worked with two technical partners to carry out 350 test bookings. From 
that, they've found that 65% of their bookings came from bed banks, 19% from DMCs, 5% 
came from OTAs and  the remaining 11% from other sources.

● After trying a fully dynamic model on five of Jumeirah's properties for a few months that had 
the lowest revenue with static models, we discovered that:
○ The rate disparity had reduced from 25% to 5-6%;
○ The PQS (price quality score) on Booking.com had increased from 12 to 50;
○ The revenue from OTAs and the overall RGI had increased;
○ The conversion rate on the direct website had also dramatically improved.

● However, an account on dynamic still requires close management from sales. They will need 
to be trained and contracts signed with this in mind.

Nicolas Durand, Senior Director Global Distribution, Jumeirah Group Headquarters
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Two-factor authentication: is the hotel 
industry facing a regulatory crisis?

● Two-factor authentication was brought in as part of the European Union's Second Payment 
Services Directive (PSD2) to increase online customer's security and to reduce 
'card-not-present' fraud, and from September 14, 2019 will require two of the following for 
successful authentication: Knowledge (a password or pin code); Possession (a phone or 
credit card) and Inherence (Face ID, Touch ID, biometrics, etc.).

● This will add friction to the customer experience, potentially reducing your conversion rate. 
As there are also a lot of intermediaries involved in booking a room online, more integrations 
with third parties are required, or hotels are at risk of payments being declined.

● Before September, you need to take the following steps:

○ Recognise you may get a drop of conversion rate, and ensure all changes and 
exemptions are communicated clearly with prospective guests;

○ Speak to your booking engine and payment provider: they should have a plan for 
setting up two-factor authentication, but provision some lead-time for this;

○ Check your PMS is ready for the change, as additional infrastructure may be needed 
to handle different verification values;

○ Reassess your relationship with third-parties who may not comply with SCA.

Lily McIlwain, Head of Marketing, Triptease
Charlie Osmond, Chief Tease, Triptease
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Panel: is your booking engine working 
hard enough?
Sascha Hausmann, CEO, Busy Rooms
René Halla, Director Global Distribution & Systems, Maritim Hotelgesellschaft
Angelo La Riccia, Director of Sales and Marketing, VOIhotels
Manny Grunefelder, Regional Director Revenue and Distribution, Highgate
Daniela Hupfled, Commercial Director, Thomas Cook Hotels and Reports

● The most important aspect of a booking engine is fluid integration with homepage. Ideally, 
going to the booking engine would keep you on the same page, although this is rarely the 
case, and the direct channel is two distinct websites. This needs to be improved, as well as 
incorporating a responsive mobile experience as more bookings start to be done there.

● Reliability and reputation is key - one new and innovative booking engine, which fulfilled 96% 
of a bespoke criteria for one hotel, has since gone out of business. The less flashy but more 
proven engine was chosen instead, and was ultimately the better choice.

● While there are other areas that could be addressed to increase conversion rate over 
changing a booking engine completely, hotels need to be more proactive in evaluating their 
success. Sticking by one provider for five years is no longer an option; hoteliers need to look 
every couple of years and see if there is any new technology that can provide an advantage.

● Goals like including Apple Pay and Google Pay could remove friction within the process - 
hopefully in the future, booking engines will work with third parties that support these new 
payment methods (especially with the onset of new EU regulations). 

● Booking engines are developing rapidly, and can be incredibly useful assets. Try not to 
overcomplicate things, and get in contact with partners to see what they can offer you.
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Dynamic pricing: the new standard?

● Big data is one of the biggest trends, and gives us a wealth of opportunities in pricing. AI can 
be used to reformat or change how you display prices - or even the actual price - to make it 
more attractive. Currently, hotels don’t do a lot because these processes are hard and 
complicated. However, in the future, you’ll be able to do this continuously and automatically.

● People are way better at doing check-ins at hotels - but robots can analyse customers going 
in. The current room searching process is ridiculously cumbersome, but eventually AI will be 
able to offer guests the rooms most suited to their specific needs instantly.

● If you don’t have dynamic pricing, you’re leaving money on the table. However, you need to 
be careful, and it shouldn’t turn into a race to the bottom as you try to undercut your 
competitors all the time.

● Dynamic pricing can adjust in small steps to intelligently adapt to events. This can 
immediately drive a 3% uplift in revenue. Before, prices would only change a handful of times 
leading up to a big event. In comparison, Amazon changes prices 2.5 million times per day.

● Only 16.5% of hotels worldwide use sophisticated revenue technology, which is essential for 
dynamic pricing.

● Uber’s surge charge issue during the London terror attack is an example of dynamic pricing 
done badly. Machines are great, but humans have to stop them making terrible mistakes.

Mona Maamari, Vice President Pricing and Forecasting, Radisson Hotel Group
Jonathan van Spijker Baan, Pricing Director, Radisson Hotel Group
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Enhance customer experience and
drive direct bookings with visual content

● From other talks at DBS, we know two facts: people go to search engines such as Google, 
and then they will go to the hotel website where they check against what they see there. 
Google is 5% of the search - so we need to be there in the best way.

● Go to Google yourself and check what comes up when people type ‘flying to’ or ‘hotel near 
me’ - does your hotel show there? If not, what could be the reasons for this? Adding 
directions and a Google Location to your website could help unfamiliar guests.

● Over the years, we’ve moved from text to photos and now video - but the latest technology 
enables 360 content. VR is the future of an immersive experience before the arrival date.

● 5G will give our mobiles power to transfer visual information faster and at a higher 
resolution. As the average person remembers 95% of what they see and only 10% of what 
they read, it’s clear this sort of content will play a major role as 5G rolls out worldwide.

● VR gives hotels an advantage over TripAdvisor and OTAs. 30 hours ago, I took a 360 picture 
of my hotel room with my phone. Since that time, we’ve had 1,500 views of this image for 
absolutely nothing. If people see a 360 picture, they WILL view it. The technology is here, 
but you need to provide it.

● This is the future - visual and voice content. Offering a virtual tour of your hotel. Adopt it and 
get ahead of the curve, or you may end up being hidden.

Daniel Wishnia, Chief Digital Transformation Officer, Aroundtown SA
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How guest feedback will get you to the top

● Feedback is important - whatever metric you use as your online reputation score, this will 
have a direct impact as to whether guests book with you or not.

● With so many scales and websites out there, many hoteliers may think they do not have time 
to focus on these. However, they can be changed by just focusing on the experience, being 
proactive and making sure to orientate your staff correctly.

● One client managed to double their direct bookings and increase their website traffic by a 
factor of five through achieving #1 in their category on TripAdvisor; even if guests do not use 
these channels to directly discover your website, it’s clear they have a seismic impact on 
your wider reputation outside of your doors.

● Find, report and fix potholes, and understand that responding to reviews has the highest 
impact: the interaction with guests is not only a guaranteed way to ameliorate their own 
negative feelings, but prove to other guests that you can communicate with them. 

● Ensure there are simple workflows in place to make it difficult for your team not to respond. 
These can help drive service excellent.

● That being said, it’s not just the tools, but the change in approach and mindset. You need the 
support and the know-how to make these changes in your organization, which could require 
a serious culture and mentality change.

● If possible, don’t just focus on TripAdvisor, but all channels - Google, Booking.com, Expedia 
etc - and work hard to answer all queries, feedback and criticism.

RJ Friedlander, Founder & CEO, ReviewPro
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Organize and visualize your data to drive 
meaningful actions from a digital channel

● Hotels need to have more analytics on their website to be able to spend time looking at 
what’s going right and wrong. Dashboarding is a fantastic way of doing this, and makes it 
simple for everyone to interpret data in real-time in a visual way.

● Data helps underline the fact that sometimes you forget the basics and do wild things. 
Without statistics, it’s impossible to know what you can find.

● Efficiency is not a ‘sexy’ issue versus a big project - when you’re fighting with other 
departments against other projects, it can be hard to commit resources to such an issue. 
The best way to combat this is prove it’s working and get a quick win, as this will convince 
more people on the value in investing in more low-key operational functions.

● The main KPI for hotels is obviously conversion rate - but it’s crucial to break this down into 
different segmentations such as country, source etc. Looking at a weekly report based on its 
increases and decreases within these segmentations can give you actionable next steps to 
take.

● Not just looking at conversions and successes, but also denials - see when people are 
getting 404 errors, and the percentage of users that are seeing no availability. This could 
help you change or alter elements of your booking journey or flow.

● Across hotels, state your micro and macro objectives and KPIs, and incorporate them into 
your reports and strategies.

Victor Oliver Rullan, Global Digital Channels Director, Meliá Hotels International
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Panel: the meaning of loyalty - creating a 
definition that works for your guest
Martin Soler, Partner, Soler & Associates
Ilse Kous, Managing Director, Benelux, Mews Systems
Kevin Machefert, Director of Sales & Marketing, Machefert Group
Sofia Tappa, General Manager EMEA, Revinate

● Martin Soler, Soler & Associates: “The complexity of existing loyalty systems is a problem. 
(In hospitality) loyalty is not only a tech solution, it’s a ‘people thing’.  [...] Some say that 
loyalty points system equals data collection. But if a customer can then redeem these points 
in your restaurant, wouldn’t that be a liability for your hotel?”

● Ilse Kous, Mews Systems: “It’s hard for hotels to find what to measure loyalty with: amount 
of stays, length of stays, or money spend? [...] It’s really about the service.  For example, 
Mews brought in a chat feature because it was important for our customers to have a short 
response time.”

● Kevin Machefert, Machefert Group: “We were using solution providers who collected useless 
data. That’s why we’ve changed our PMS. Now, we offer our customers to fill in 55 
information fields (including their hobbies, children’s names, pets, favourite dishes, etc.) in 
our app prior to their stay. We want the personalized experience to be seamless, not 
annoying.”

● Sofia Tappa, Revinate: “Repeat guest is only a part of the objective. You want your guests to 
book direct and share their experiences. It’s about being a great hotelier before, during and 
after the stay. Experience is the most powerful part of marketing! [..] You need to find out 
whether your loyalty scheme is something your guest is looking for, and that things you offer 
is what they want. Use the guest data that you have.” 
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Miami | October 22-23, 2019

DIRECT BOOKING
SUMMIT: AMERICAS
“The Summit really feels like a family of 
like-minded people!” 
Revenue & Distribution Manager
International Hotel Management Group

directbookingsummit.com/americas



Bangkok | February 19-20, 2020

DIRECT BOOKING
SUMMIT: APAC
“The best distribution conference 
I have ever attended!” 
Group Director, Brand Solutions
Silks Hotel Group

directbookingsummit.com/apac
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